
Shorten/lengthen sleeves $15.00

Lengthen sleeves over 1″ $20.00

Shorten sleeves from top $30.00

Take in/out sides (add 10 for vents) $20.00

Take in sides and blades (add 10 for vents) $28.00

Take in/out center seam (add 7 for vent) $17.00

Raise back $22.00

Lower collar $18.00

Shorten collar $42.00

Shorten coat (add 12 for vents) $58.00

Recut jacket $150.00

Reduce Shoulders $55.00

Take in/out waist and seat $22.00

Take in/out seat $15.00

Take in/out crotch $25.00

Take in/out waist-seat-crotch $38.00

Flatten hips $24.00

Taper legs $20.00

Add crotch lining $23.00

Hem bottoms, plain or cuff (unfinished) $18.00

Hem bottoms, plain or cuff (finished) $22.00

Replace zipper $15.00 Plus price of Zipper

Add suspender buttons $15.00

Men's Alteration Price List

Suit Jacket

Suit Pants



Sides in / out $20.00

Center seam in $18.00

Shorten Strap $10.00

Replace back / inc. materials $55.00

Take in sides $32.00

Take in sides through sleeves $40.00

Take in/make darts $15.00

Shorten sleeves $28.00

Shorten sleeves over 1″ $32.00

Shorten hem $28.00

Shorten hem, top-stitch $25.00

Shorten hem, reattach original bottom $20.00

Take in waist/seat $32.00

Taper legs (if possible) $25.00

Repair holes on jeans: up to 2" $10.00

Each additional inch (round up to nearest inch) $5.00

Suit Vest

Shirt

Jeans/Casual/Cargo Pants



Take in center seam $35.00

Replace zipper $45.00

Shorten coat $75.00

Shorten sleeves pain $35.00

Shorten sleeves w/ vent or cuff $42.00

Shorten sleeves from top $65.00

Shoulder pads $14.00

Sides in $38.00

Taper sleeves $30.00

Reline overcoat, including regular lining $160.00

Reline overcoat, including premium lining $185.00

All other work on special detailing, extra width, etc assessed 

at $30.00 per hour

Take in center seam (with vent) $55.00

Replace zipper $55.00

Shorten coat $80.00

Shorten sleeves pain $38.00

Shorten sleeves w/ vent w/ cuff $52.00

Shorten sleeves from top $70.00

Shoulder pad $14.00

Sides in $42.00

Taper sleeves $32.00

Reline coat, including regular lining $165.00

Reline coat, including premium lining $190.00

Overcoat, Wool Jacket, Parka Coat, Ski Jacket:  (add $15 to each procedure for top-stitching)

Leather Overcoat, Jacket, Coat: LIGHT WEIGHT ONLY (add $20 for each procedure for top-stitching)



Hem unfinished $24.00

Hem finished plain $32.00

Waist in, remove band $40.00

Seat in $22.00

Thigh in $28.00

Lower half waist $36.00

Taper legs $30.00

Replace zipper $38.00

Fix seams $15.00

Fix hooks &eyes, button (Add 5 for 3+pt) $5.00

Take measurement $10.00

Leather Slacks:  (add $15 to each procedure for top-stitching)

Other Alterations Services


